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How to prepare for a new era of digital marketing  

For years, brands have relied on third-party cookies to inform their digital 
advertising strategies, using them to track website visitors and in turn, 
improve customer experience. As of 2020, the digital marketing industry 
continues to spend more on third-party audience data; such expenditures 
increased in 2020 by 3.3% to $12.3B, according to IAB’s 2021 State of 
Data research. Yet, in the near future, this cookie data will be taken away – 
potentially wreaking havoc on the marketing strategies we have come to 
so heavily rely upon.

The introduction of App Tracking Transparency (ATT) in Apple’s iOS 14.5 
released in April 2021 has allowed millions of mobile users to opt out of 
having their activity in apps and websites tracked online when using their 
Apple devices. And Google is planning to get rid of third-party cookies 
altogether, perhaps as soon as 2022. 

While many fear this action, we see this as an exciting opportunity for 
organizations to raise their game and deliver more meaningful, humanized 
customer experiences. Soon, it will no longer be possible for people’s 
online activities to be tracked in the same way as they are now. The internet 
has matured, and users are more aware of the value of their privacy 
online. We’re entering a new era of marketing. And for those brands 
who embrace this new era with strategies that aren’t reliant on third-party 
cookies, this is an opportunity to get ahead and win the competitive edge. 
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https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/IAB_Ipsos_State_Of_Data_2021-03.pdf
https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/IAB_Ipsos_State_Of_Data_2021-03.pdf


Every time we visit a website, some information 
about our visit is recorded in cookies. This 
information is used to improve our experience 
the next time we visit that site. When that data 
is gathered in aggregate and passed on to 
other organizations, those organizations learn 
more about our behavior and how they can 
influence it.

Whilst every visit records some information via cookies, 
not all cookies are created equal. Specifically, there are 
three different types: 

• Required cookies are needed to enable core site functionality. They   
 have no dependence on any third-party activity, and this sort of data   
 is essential to the successful operation of modern sites. Such cookies  
 are genuinely helpful in enriching the experience of the end user, which 
 adds to the business value of the site operator, as providing a better 
 service to its user can only help the business achieve its goals.

• Functional cookies are used to analyze site usage so that site operators 
 can measure and improve their performance. 

• Advertising cookies are used by companies to serve ads relevant to the 
 interests of their users.
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Consumers are no strangers to these types of cookies. Every website now 
has a cookie pop-up that prompts the user to accept all cookies. And the 
typical online user will mindlessly click so they can start using a website as 
soon as they load it. The mindless click of the ‘accept all’ button oftentimes 
allows sites to record more data about the user than is really necessary. 
But over the last few years, customers have begun to voice frustration with 
cookies and the immense amount of data being collected by them. 

Have you ever bought something, such as a pair of shoes, only to then 
be besieged by adverts for that same pair of shoes for weeks afterwards? 
One pair is enough! Or even when you’ve just spoken to a friend about 
something and then you suddenly start seeing adverts for the item you 
were talking about? It’s invasive, violating, and frankly, it’s just plain creepy.

Tech giants have realized the frustrations that users have with cookies. 
Consumers don’t want to have to accept the use of cookies on each site 
they visit. And they don’t want their data to be sold to external parties. 
They want to have more control over what they provide without having to 
read the fine print and receive something of value in return. This is why 
third-party, ad-focused cookies are heading for extinction – and marketers 
are challenged to find a better way of building relationships between 
organizations and their customers.



Marketers should see a cookieless world as an 
opportunity, rather than a crisis. Old marketing 
methods have led to the breakdown of trust 
between users and organizations. 

At Sitecore, our approach is to enable the move from 
third-party data to first-party data, so that organizations can 
deliver personalized customer experiences that strengthen 
relationships and improve the efficiency of all marketing 
activities – all while building long-lasting relationships
with consumers.

And we’re ready to help you take on this new approach to 
marketing now, before your competitors have even woken 
up to the implications of the cookieless world.
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There are many reasons as to why collecting first-party 
data will give you the competitive edge. Understanding 
some of these reasons is the first step to helping you 
succeed in a cookieless world. And these are just the tip 
of the iceberg…

Enhanced personalization

According to Salesforce, personalization is now top priority for consumers. 
Their State of the Connected Customer report reveals that 66% percent 
of customers expect companies to understand their unique needs and 
expectations. And personalized experiences are no longer considered a 
nice-to-have; 52% of customers expect offers to always be personalized, 
up from 49% in 2019. We’re now faced with a world where people want 
personalized experiences and where there is an increasing capability for 
us to gather good quality first-party data. Personalization is emerging as 
one of the key differentiators for the customer-focused business of the 
future. The businesses who use this data well can provide personalized 
interactions with their users to produce memorable experiences. 

Customers want seamless and consistent experiences online, and 
they’re providing more and more first-party data. It’s these memorable 
experiences that make individuals feel seen, heard, and appreciated. And 
that’s what brings people back time and time again. That’s what builds the 
kind of loyalty that leads customers to become your advocates. According 
to PWC, 73% of consumers say a good experience is key in influencing 
their brand loyalties.

Brand loyalty comes from people seeing themselves in a brand but also in 
seeing that the brand sees, hears, and understands them. Personalization 
takes the brand past being a commodity in a box to being a partner – a 
trusted friend that the users want to keep talking with.
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https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-the-connected-customer/


Develop clearer personas
 
Marketers have long created buyer personas as a way of thinking about 
the people their businesses serve: to map how they might think and act; 
to understand their motivations, challenges, and fears; and to ascertain 
how they prefer to interact with a brand. 

The problem with personas, is that they are based on assumptions. And 
no good marketer should rely on uncertainties.

Imagine a more efficient alternative where you can capture actual 
user behavior and use this to inform your personas. This would allow 
you to adapt your strategies based on real-time data and deliver 
the experiences that your customers want. Or in other words, the 
experiences that convert.

And with the ability to keep personas fresh and up to date, also comes
the ability to identify new and emerging target audiences. 

Exploiting real-time data allows you to optimize marketing activities by 
better qualifying leads and enabling smarter first conversations with 
potential customers, helping to reduce the time and cost of customer 
acquisition as businesses build their market share.

Create a holistic customer profile

By collecting and analyzing first-party data from websites, apps, and 
mobile browsers, as well as transactional data, organizations can capture 
an accurate and detailed view of the customer – a single source of truth.

With this insight, marketers can see the past, present, and future of the 
customer relationship with your brand and target real people on real 
devices in an intuitive way. Running campaigns that are accurate and 
tailored for a known audience produces higher conversion rates in less 
time and with less waste in ad spend. 

And what’s more, if you apply decisioning and experimentation to your 
approach, you can optimize your types of communication and the timing 
of your messaging to suit each individual customer, all of which leads to a 
better ROI and increased customer loyalty.

To know your customer, is to convert your customer.

Prevent data fatigue

As consumers are asked for more of their first-party data, organizations 
must be conscious of data fatigue. Do you really need all the data that 
you’re asking for? 

Capturing only the data you need for your strategies to work is much 
smarter and more efficient than trying to capture every data point and 
filtering it later. The modern consumer doesn’t want to waste time with 
unnecessary form-filling, so collect only what you need and take smarter 
actions with that data.
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Imagine being able to connect customer data from every 
channel across your martech stack – and then activating 
that data to deliver the next best experience to your 
customers no matter where they are in their customer 
journey? That’s what Sitecore’s CDP does.

Our CDP (customer data platform) connects data sources and touchpoints 
so that marketers no longer need to do faceless targeting based on third-
party data alone. Instead, you can offer personalized experiences at scale. 
We do this by tracking customer behavior across channels, through the 
integration of first-, second- and third-party data, and by unifying customer 
profiles and breaking down data silos.

This may sound familiar but while a typical CDP captures, ingests and 
integrates data, we go further.

Our “Smart Hub” CDP activates unified data with decisioning, 
experimentation and personalization. Using machine learning, Sitecore’s 
CDP can suggest the next best experience for your users on any channel 
– whether that’s a discount, a push notification, a piece of content or any 
other action that our analysis suggests as the optimal next action to fulfil 
your current marketing goals. With Sitecore’s CDP, intuitive, drag-and-drop 
decision modelling gives non-technical teams across the organization the 
control to build precise personalization without relying on IT.

Automating digital decisions, and then running real-time experiments on 
your channels is the scientific way to extract the most value from the data 
you collect. The result is a continually refined way of delivering exceptional 
experiences that delight your customers while improving the effectiveness 
of your marketing.

And we can help you to do all of this, all whilst retaining high levels of 
privacy for your customers. 
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Whilst all-in-one tech solutions are best suited for
some businesses today, there is an emerging trend
of composability. 

This means that instead of having a complete, all-in-one digital experience 
platform that includes asset management, engagement tools, and 
presentation layer editing, each of these components operate as 
packaged business capabilities (PBCs) that can function independently 
and communicate with one another through APIs. This allows you to 
replace each individual PBC as necessary, rather than having a single 
system that would need to be completely overhauled.

Composable digital experience platforms (DXPs) are the backbone for 
modern digital content and are ideally suited for businesses that want 

to build an adjustable ecosystem that lets them stay nimble and deliver 
digital experiences as quickly as their audiences need them.

Our CDP, marketing automation, and personalization offerings are 
built to work in this composable environment, and they seamlessly fit 
in with a brand’s existing processes and infrastructures. As part of this 
flexibility, Sitecore’s CDP and Smart Hub capabilities can be implemented 
standalone or together.

Sitecore offers the best way for you to embrace this new era. Where the 
smart use of first-party data from our composable solutions will allow you 
to win the competitive edge and build customer relationships that last 
a lifetime. All whilst reducing the time and cost of marketing campaigns 
and lead-conversion activities.

Are you ready for the brighter future of a cookieless world? 
Get in touch to see how we can help you today.
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A flexible solution for a brighter future 

Sitecore delivers a digital experience platform that empowers the world’s smartest brands to build lifelong 

relationships with their customers. A highly decorated industry leader, Sitecore is the only company 

bringing together content, commerce, and data into one connected platform that delivers millions of 

digital experiences every day. Leading companies including American Express, ASOS, Kimberly-Clark, 

L’Oréal and Volvo Cars rely on Sitecore to provide more engaging, personalized experiences  

for their customers. 

Learn more at Sitecore.com
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